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Nikon 8x42 Prostaff 7 is an excellent nature binoculars with a very successful mechanical construction, good balance
and classic optical parameters. Characteristics â€¢ compact, roof prismatic construction â€¢ full water resistance â€¢ body
made of modern, light materials â€¢ sharpening range from 4 meters â€¢ MC layers on all optical surfaces and phase
coatings on prisms â€¢ adjustable position of eyecups ("click-stop") â€¢ binoculars very comfortable for people wearing
glasses â€¢ solid construction confirmed by a 10-year manufacturer's guarantee Comes with a cover and covers for
lenses and glasses. Technical parameters â€¢ Lens diameter: 42 mm â€¢ Zoom: 8x â€¢ Exit pupil: 5.3 mm â€¢ Minimum
distance of observation: 4 m â€¢ Construction of prisms: dachopryzmatyczna â€¢ Material of defective elements: optical
glass BaK-4 â€¢ Field of view: 6.3 ° â€¢ Linear field of view at 1000 m: 110 m â€¢ Layers: MC on all surfaces, phase on
prisms â€¢ Focus adjustment central â€¢ Spacing of glasses: 56 - 72 mm â€¢ Water resistance: yes (o-rings and nitrogen
filling) â€¢ Possibility of mounting on a tripod: no â€¢ Length: 175 mm â€¢ Weight: 665 g Usage scenery birds Hunting
planes astronomy Warranty 10 years Manufacturer's information Nikon has introduced new Nikon PROSTAFF 7
binoculars to the market. The offer has been extended with two models with the parameters 8 × 42 and 10 × 42. The
devices are characterized by the highest quality optics and stylish, classic design. The Nikon PROSTAFF 7 binoculars
are designed for both nature lovers and active leisure. The Nikon PROSTAFF 7 Series binoculars provide the perfect
image in almost all conditions. The new models use an advanced optical system made of ecological glass, which does
not contain lead and arsenic. Thanks to the prisms in the roof system, with the coating correcting the phase shift, the
binoculars offer high resolution and excellent detail visibility. In addition, the prisms and all lenses have been covered
with efficient, multilayer anti-reflective coatings. This solution guarantees a very clear and clear picture, even during
observations conducted in difficult conditions, eg in the forest or after dark. To ensure the convenience of users, the
binoculars are equipped with eyecups with adjustable retraction with a lock, allowing them to be easily positioned in a
position appropriate to the individual preferences of the observer. Thanks to the large offset of the exit pupil, the new
models can also be easily used by people wearing glasses. Nikon PROSTAFF 7 binoculars are distinguished by stylish,
classic design. The light weight and the right balance of weight means that the new models are firmly in the palm of your
hand, and the rubberized body of the body provides a comfortable and secure grip. This solution also protects the
device against mechanical damage. Filling the binoculars with nitrogen and sealing rings effectively
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against flooding and fogging. Thanks to this, the Nikon PROSTAFF 7 binoculars can easily operate in difficult weather
conditions. Even full immersion in water to a depth of 1 m to 10 minutes is not able to damage them. Warning! This
device focuses a lot of light. Looking directly at the sun through this device can result in partial or complete loss of
vision.
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